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Wildlife Biology 441 = Biology 415 (1-4 cr.)

Field Methods in Fishery Biology and Management

Description: This course is an internship arranged with a management agency or other suitable sponsor. The goal is to provide the student with hands-on experience as varied as possible, subject to agency priorities and seasonal opportunities.

Procedure for enrollment: The UM instructor of the course will provide advice but final responsibility for arranging sponsor, time and place rests with the student. Once these arrangements have been made, the student registers in the usual way (consent of UM instructor required).

Requirements: All of the following must be submitted before a grade can be assigned.

a) Letter from supervisor evaluating performance.
b) Journal of daily activities kept by student.
c) A paper (6-10 pages including references) dealing with some topic or issue encountered during the internship and including a significant amount of literature research.

Grading: Pass/not pass only.
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